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YEAR 7 CANBERRA TRIP
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At the end of a very busy but productive first term, the Year 7 students completed their learning
with our annual visit to Canberra. The school is supported by PACER in subsidising student costs for
this excursion. Our journey started with a visit to the National Capital Exhibition Museum which
explained the story of the birth and development of Canberra to current times. As the day
progressed we experienced the heartbeat of the city with tours of the Houses of Parliament for
opportunities to vigorously debate the issue of television advertising as representatives of our
electorate.
The stunning autumn days provided
chances to explore the Arboretum
to learn about conservation,
geography and ecology and Mount
Ainslee lookout for great photo
opportunities. Another icon visited
was the National Portrait Gallery to
analyse and identity the life and
culture of Australia through art.
The AIS was another popular
destination with the promise of
spying an elite athlete or discovering
what it takes to be a high
performance athlete.

Principals’ Tours
6.00pm – 7.00pm

th
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th
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th
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PUPIL FREE DAY

The Australian War Memorial, is
always a favourite for students as
they discover their nations past
with personal stories shown in the
displays and artefacts. Our visit
coincided
with
the
closing
ceremony and Pia and Jack proudly
placed a wreath at the end of the
reflection pool in memory of a past
veteran.
There were many memorable
moments both individually and
collectively with lots of learning
through fun and experience.

YEAR 7 CANBERRA TRIP - continued
Australian Institute of Sport
The AIS building we gathered in was huge. There were boats hanging from the ceiling and
posters of past and present athletes hanging on the wall. You could definitely tell this was the
Australia Institute of Sport. Our tour guide was a sprinter currently training at the AIS. She
explained that the boats and kayaks hanging from the ceiling were boats that won a medal at
an Olympics. We headed up a flight of stairs up to Sportex. An interactive sporting room where
you put yourself up against athletes or get a feel of what their sport is. There were a lot of
sports you could try. You could pretend you were doing a skeleton race. You could cycle on a
simulator or you could canoe against an opponent with a sliding chair and an oar. It would be
an understatement to say everyone enjoyed it. But after getting a feel for what an athlete has
to do you want to see it for yourself. We watched some male gymnasts train. They were
flipping and tumbling all over the floor. We walked down another corridor and ended up
watching some volleyball. The young athletes were practicing with other team mates. The female athletes were facing a
ball firing machine, and the ball flew fast. Right next door was the athlete’s gym. It was not very busy but there were a few
athletes down in the gym. A few Para-athletes were training and a soccer team was lifting weights. We then left the
building and walked down to the Olympic sized pool. The pool, and the room it was in, is set to a certain temperature
proven to be the best conditions to swim in. That was the last item on our tour of the World Class facilities. I am sure
everyone got back on the bus thinking that it was a good start to a great day. Pia Ehlers
Questacon
Questacon was one of the most exciting places we went to in Canberra. Just from the
front of the building you will know that fun and education mix together into one
awesome experience. The first room at the top spiral ramp was the aero dynamics
room which was based around things like aeroplane and space ship science. One of
the most exciting games in the room was a game where it tracks your arm
movements and guides you through a terrain as a bird. The next room was the
experiment room were you get to see all kinds of different and cool experiments.
One of the most interesting experiments in there was the lightning cage. There was a
metal man in the cage and lightning would retract off the man and back onto the
cage with an almighty crack. The third room was garage science where they have
things like weight and block stacking experiments. The most popular game in the room was the hoop drop where you have
to drop a ball from the right height so it goes through the hoops without touching them. The other was a little plat form
that you spin and have to try and shoot the ball in the soccer goals. After that room we went down to the final level of the
building which was the best room in the building called Quest Q. The first thing that most people went on was the drop
which is a giant 6.7m slide that you drop on to in this orange jumpsuit. This was the most popular with all the students that
were brave enough to do it. Another popular one was the robot ping pong table where you have to go up against a robot
arm that deflect the shots you make at it, which was very challenging. I didn’t see anyone beat the robot which was
interesting. The next was the flag shoot were you put a flag into one of three little boxes and then twist a handle which
way you want the flag to go and if you twist the handle the right way it will fly up and fall from the top of the tubes then
you can go again. The last was the four person ping pong game. It had a spinning square in the middle so it deflected it into
another person’s area. There was a massive line for that but was worth the weight. Overall it was one of the most exciting
places on our trip to Canberra and is definitely worth a visit if you’re in the area. Noah H
Royal Australian Mint
On the second day of Canberra we went for a tour of the Royal Australian Mint. At
the Royal Australian Mint we had to walk up a staircase that had coins stuck in the
stairs. After that we were showed to a room to see a small clip on how the made
the coins each day. There were two million coins made each day. Throughout the
clip we had to guess how many coins were made. After the clip we left the room
and sat on the floor where we were told about how they used money in the old
days and how they used to trade with people to get stuff but since that didn’t go so
well they started to make paper money but that also didn’t work so they changed it
to coins. After that we got to go for a tour around the place but not in the area
where the machines worked and saw the biggest machine called Titan. Titan was a
machine that can lift a barrel of blanks into a machine that minted the coins so before they are shipped off to banks where
they would be put to use. Titan was the only machine that a person didn’t control but all others had someone controlling it.
After we saw Titan we saw another one that was the second strongest machine but it was used by a person. After we saw
the machines work we left and went to the shop where there was a machine that let us mint our own coin and it cost three
dollars. Once we shopped we left the mint ready for the next activity. Jessica O

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT
Dear Families,
Welcome to term 2, we hope you enjoyed the holiday break and had the opportunity to relax with family and
friends. After a busy long first term the students were tired and needed a well deserved rest from all their hard
work. They have returned with enthusiastic smiles and a readiness to learn. As the term progresses and the
weather gets cooler students will become tired, so we encourage families to maintain a regular routine and
understand that they will need some down time after school to recover from the pressures of the day.
We are pleased to welcome Olivia Resnais in the year 3 class, Ana Paul for the first 4 weeks of term in the year 2
class and Sheena - Margot in the Canteen. We are supporting 2 university students Tegan Miller and Tyler Avery
as they develop skills and knowledge during their teaching practicums with Alicia Read and Kathy Liscombe. We
look forward to a great term together.
This week, our year 3, 5 and 7 students will perform their best in the NAPLAN tests on track with students across
the nation. The tests will be conducted on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday for Reading, Writing, Spelling and
Numeracy. The results provide teachers with valuable information regarding student knowledge and skills and
form one aspect of individual achievement data collection for the year. We wish all students well and encourage
them to try their hardest, be resilient and have a go.
The canteen will continue to operate from Wednesday to Friday each week. We aim to provide nourishing meals
and snacks for students. We have reviewed the menu and offer some new and exciting options for students. The
ongoing viability of the service is dependent on the support of the school community. The canteen offers food
and drinks for our students and teaches them skills in making purchases and handling money. It was great to see
the older students offering their help last week by serving students at lunch time. Please make use of the
canteen for it to remain open and accessible to our students.
We are happy to announce that Lauren Williams gave birth to a baby girl on the 25th April.
Regards
Debbie

ATTENDANCE - EVERYDAY COUNTS!!!

Our target is 95% student
attendance every week.
Congratulations we hit 95%
this week.

FLEXIBUZZ – FORMERLY TIQBIZ

You may have noticed that the Icon on your phone or device has recently changed. The Tiqbiz App has been
rebranded and is now known as FLEXIBUZZ. Please note that all other aspects of the App remain the same.
Flexibuzz is the schools way of communicating important information with parents and caregivers. If you are
experiencing any problems with this change or the App please do not hesitate to visit Jo in the front office for
assistance.

GROWING WITH GRATITUDE – ISABELLE WATTS RECEPTION CLASS
Last term, Room 5 began the ‘Growing with Gratitude’
Program. This is a 10 week program where children learn how
to be happy, kind and grateful people and we were lucky
enough to be visited in Week 11 by the founder of the
company, Ashley Manuel, who ran a lesson about ‘My Happy
Place’. There were some amazing places the children wrote
and drew about including one student whose happy place is
“going to dinner at Charlie’s Diner”, Mr Manuel’s comment of
the day!
We are newbies at this program and have been enjoying
learning all about kindness and gratitude, which helps us to be
powerful learners in all areas of our lives. The Growing with
Gratitude program encompasses the whole child through
their five habits of happiness – ‘an attitude of gratitude’, ‘random acts of kindness’, ‘positive reflection’, ‘ wellbeing
warriors’ and ‘operation home service’.
Room 5 students have been making lots of positive changes at school and have had reports from parents about the
changes they have seen at home. We will continue with the program this term to build our attitude of gratitude.

RECEPTION STUDENTS

Our Reception students were lucky enough to receive tennis rackets from Tennis
Australia.

JUNIOR PRIMARY MOTHER’S DAY STALL
Our Junior Primary students will have an opportunity this Wednesday and Thursday to visit a Mother’s Day Stall.
Each student will have the opportunity to select a $5.00 gift for their mother, grandma, step-mum or aunty. Please
send along a bag to keep the gift a surprise until Sunday. Happy Mother’s Day.

MATHS SURVEY by ISABELLE WATTS – Reception Teacher
What do you think Mathematics means?
I believe Mathematics is the study of logical systems that help us to solve
problems. It encompasses number, pattern, symmetry, sequence, data,
measurement and so much more.

How do you use maths in everyday situations?
I use Mathematics every day to get to school. Some days maths is used to calculate
how long it will take me to get to school, taking into account the amount of time I
wait at the traffic lights. Other days, mathematics is used to determine the
distance I have left to travel before I need to refuel. This has proven at times to
be a challenge!!

What is your favourite maths thing to do?
One of my favourite maths things to do is to make patterns. I enjoy colouring in
mandalas, creating patterns with colour as well as designing symmetrical patterns
using shapes. When I was little I loved plying number card games with my family like
Uno, Snap and Go Fish.

CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations to Stephanie W on being selected to perform with the
Southern Troupe for the Festival of Music. Well Done!

Congratulations to Tanisha V, Pia E and Abby Wo on being selected to
represent the Southern Valley District in SAPSASA Netball. Well Done!
Congratulations to Charlie E & Cameron A on being selected to represent the
Southern Valley District in SAPSASA Football. Well Done!
Congratulations to Dean Carter and the 34 participants helping Happy Valley Primary School placing 2nd in the
small schools division at the District Cross Country Day at Thalassa Park last Thursday.
Congratulations to Oscar W, Blade G and Caitlin E for making the Southern Valley District Cross Country team to
compete at SAPSASA State Day at Oakbank in June. They will be competing against the best long distance
runners in the state. We wish them well in June.

THANKS
Although small in number, our working bee helpers certainly worked hard! The Million Trees Area near OSHC
has been tidied and the Edible Garden Weeds were also dealt with. Wendy Wilden finished the paths off this
week.
A huge THANK YOU to Shane Bissmire, Liz, Bob & Leo Whitbread, Yvette & Chloe Crompton, Alice, Jimmy & Max,
James Rundell, Debbie Hemming and Wendy Nicolle!
Next Working Bee will be held on the 2nd of July 10am - 12pm, so keep the date free!

CANTEEN FOR TERM 2
We welcome Sheena-Margot Lavelle to the canteen this term with a revised menu which is
available electronically on Flexibuzz or the school website. We also have some paper copies
available in the canteen or the front office. We are continuing with ordering through Qkr! or
via the classroom.
If you have any spare time on a Wednesday, Thursday or Friday to volunteer please drop by the canteen and speak
with Sheena-Margot. Many thanks.

MURAL BY JUNO
Many thanks to Juno Oka for his wonderful work depicting many elements of Happy Valley Primary School. We
observed Juno working across many weeks and appreciate his efforts despite adverse weather conditions. The
mural provides a welcoming entrance to the school and offers an insight into our culture and history. A touch of
humour can be found in each image. We encourage families to take time to look at each frame and learn about our
school.

Kookaburra and little girl - The school symbol
Chooks
Boy with school values Shirt
Horse - In the old days a horse paddock was next the school and horses were seen from classroom windows.
The shape/stroke of the horse is the actual Japanese Kanji for horse.
Hills Hoist - Australian Studies
Old English font ‘E’ - Symbolizes ‘English/Literacy” and it is an ongoing construction with scaffolding draft lines.
It represents the students constantly working hard to compose an English task.
Vege-TUB-le - The garden
Stars Born Here - Music and Performing Arts, Celebration Night, Choir etc.
The Caped Super Book on PC - Library and Computer Room - Nowadays computer is taking the place of reading
stories but books are still the king.
COOL 2 RUN - PE, Fun run, Sports Day and etc - The 4 Letters are initials of house teams of course.
The Kitchen - The impression of this image is Light’n Healthy.
There is a bottle with a Happy Valley label if you look closely.
The Vine - There was a vineyard before the present school was built
The Girl Thinking about Numbers - Numeracy, STEM

COMMUNITY NOTICES

Australia’s #1 non-competitive soccer program for girls
and boys aged 2 – 12.
More than just soccer, we’re about having fun,
building confidence and learning new skills.
Enrolments are now open online
Tuesday – Aldinga Beach & Hallett Cove
Wednesday – Woodcroft
Thursday – Bellevue Heights
Saturday – Reynella East, Seaford Rise, Clapham &
Myrtle Bank
Sunday – Reynella East, Crafers, Brighton & Myrtle Bank
For more information visit our website,
www.grasshoppersoccer.com.au
“Grasshopper Soccer Southern Adelaide” on
Facebook OR contact Daniel by phone
0433 422 347
or email daniel@grasshoppersoccer.com.au

Happy Valley Primary School
18 Education Road
Happy Valley SA 5159
Phone 08 8381 7166
Email dl.0171.info@schools.sa.edu.au

